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ON SOME NEW TYPE GENERALIZED 
DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACES 
AYHAN E S I * — BlNOD CHANDRA T R I P A T H Y * * — B l P U L S A R M A * * 
(Communicated by Pavel Kostyrko ) 
A B S T R A C T . In this paper we introduce a new type of difference operator AJ^ 
for fixed m,n G N . We define the sequence spaces ^oo (A^) , c(AJ^) and c o ( A ^ ) 
and study some topological properties of these spaces. We obtain some inclusion 
relations involving these sequence spaces . These notions generalize many earlier 
existing notions on difference sequence spaces. 
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1, Introduc t ion 
Throughout the paper I/J, ^oo, c, and c0 denote the spaces of all, bounded, 
convergent and null sequences x = (xk) with complex terms respectively, normed 
by ||x|| = sup|xfc|-
k 
The zero sequence is denoted by 6 = (0, 0, 0 , . . . ) . 
K i z m a z [4] defined the difference sequence spaces ^ ( A ) , c(A), and c0(A) 
as follows: 
Z(A) = {x= (xk) e w : (Axk) e Z}, 
for Z = ^oo,c and c0, where Ax = (Axk) = (xk — xk+i). The above spaces are 
Banach spaces, normed by 
IMIA = l-cil +sup|Axfc|. 
k 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Primary 40A05, 40C05. 
K e y w o r d s : difference sequence space, Banach space, solid space, symme tr ic space, com-
pleteness, convergence free. 
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The notion was further generalized by E t and C o l a k [2] as follows: 
Z(A n ) = {x = (xk) G w : (A
nxk) G Z } , 
for Z = ^oo,c and c0, where A
n x = (AnXk) = (An~lXk — An _ 1x/c+i) and 
A°Xk = Xk for all fc G N . They showed that the above spaces are Banach 
spaces, normed by 
n 
||(zfc)ll/v> = ^ | x i | + s u p | A n a , f c | -
i = i k 
Recently the idea was generalized by T r i p a t h y and E s i [7] as follows: 
Let m > 0, be a fixed integer, then 
Z ( A m ) = {x = (xk) G w : (Amx fc) G Z } , 
for Z = ^oo, c and c0, where A m x = (Amx fc) = (xfc - x f c + m) and A0xfc = xk for 
all fc G N. They showed that the above spaces are Banach spaces, normed by 
m 
||(3fc)IUm = X ) N
 + SUPllAmXfc|| . 
i = l fc 
The idea of K i z m a z [4] was applied for introducing different type of differ-
ence sequence spaces and for studying their different algebraic and topological 
properties by T r i p a t h y ([5], [6]) and many others. 
2. Definitions and preliminaries 
A sequence space E said to be solid (or normal) if (xk) G E implies (o^x^) G E 
for all sequences of scalars (ak) with \ak\ < 1 for all fc G N. 
A sequence space E is said to be monotone if it contains the canonical pre-
images of all its step spaces. 
A sequence space E is said to be convergence free if (yk) G E whenever 
(xk) G E and yk = 0 whenever Xk = 0. 
A sequence space E is said to be a sequence algebra if (xk -yk) € E whenever 
(xk) G E and (yk) G E. 
A sequence space E is said to be symmetric if ( x ^ ) ) G E whenever (xk) G E, 
where TT is a permutation on N. 
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Let 7Ti, n > 0 be fixed integers, then we introduce the following new type of 
generalized difference sequence spaces 
Z ( A m ) = {x= (xk) e w : A m * = ( A m x , ) G Z } , 
for Z = ^oo,c and c0, where A m x = (Amx/c) = (A^~
lxk - A m
_ 1 x f c + m ) and 
A^x/c = xk for all fcGN. This generalized difference notion has the following 
binomial representation: 
Amxk = J2(-ir(
n)xk+mu for all k G N. 
For n = 1, these spaces reduce to the spaces £00(Arn), c(Am) and co(Am) 
introduced and studied by T r i p a t h y and E s i [7]. 
For m = 1, these represent the spaces £OQ(A
n), c(An) and Co(An) introduced 
and studied by E t and C o 1 a k [2]. 
For m = 1 and n = 1, these spaces represent the spaces ^oo(A),c(A) and 
CQ(A) introduced and studied by K i z m a z [4]. 
3. Main results 
In this section we state and prove the results of this article. The proof of the 
following two results are routine verifications. 
PROPOS ITION 1. The classes of sequences £OQ(Am), c(Am) and co(Am) are 
normed linear spaces, normed by 
r 
IMIA- = ^2\%i\ + sup|A^xfe|, (1) 
i = i k 
where r = mn for m>l,n>l;r = n for m = 1 and r = m for n = 1. 
PROPOS ITION 2. 
2 .1 . c 0 (Am ) C c(Am) C ^oo(Am) and the inclusions are proper. 
2.2. Z(Am) C Z ( A m ) for Z = c, CQ and i^, for 0 < i < n and the inclusions 
are strict. 
THEOREM 3. The sequence spaces £QO(Am), c(Am) and co(Am) are Banach 
spaces, under the norm (1). 
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P r o o f . Let (xs) be a Cauchy sequence in 4 o ( A m ) , where x
s = (xs) - (xf,xf>. 
4 , . . . ) G ̂ oc(Am) for each s G N. Then 
X — S ' I U - = S l x i - a J ť l + s u p l A ^ x l - x t ) ! — 0 as s , í - > o c , 
Ż - l 
where r = ran for ra > 1, n > 1; r = n for ra = 1 and r = ra for n = 1. 
Hence we obtain 
\Xk~ X/cl "~̂  ° a S <5,t—>CO, 
for each k G N . 
Therefore (x^) — (xf, x | , £ 3 , . . . ) is a Cauchy sequence in C, the set of complex 
numbers. Since C is complete, it is convergent, then 
lim xsk = Xk 
s^oc 
say, for each k G N . Since (xs) is a Cauchy sequence, for each e > 0, there 
exists no = no(e) such that 
||xs - S*||A™ < ^ 
for all s, t > no- Hence 
Ö * І - * І І <-
and 
l^m( x /e ~~ Xk)\ ~ < Є 
for all fc G N and for all s, £ > no-
On taking limit as t —> 00, in the above two inequalities, we have 
fííïä, z ľ t ø ~ x ^ = 5ľiжí ~ X г | < є 
and 
lim |A~.(x? - x\) 
t—í-OO 
| - m ( - ? - - i ) l < £ 
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for all s > no- This implies that \\xs — X||A™ < 2e for all s > no, that is xs —» x, 
as s —> co, where x = (x/c). Also, since 
|A"x*| £(-1),'("i (**+»-) = E(-1)I /C)(^+--^-+^+m-
ZУ=0 ^ ' t/=0 ^ ' 
< 
Í У = 0 ч 7 
Xk+mv xk+mv} + 
n , \ 
zv=0 ^ ' 
< | | x " » - . T | | A n + | | A ^
0 | l = O ( l ) . 
Hence x G £00 (A m ) . Therefore ôo (A m ) is a Banach space. 
Similarly it can be shown that the spaces c(Am) and co(Am) are also Banach 
spaces. 
Since £oc(A
7]n)1 c(Am) and co(Am) are Banach spaces with continuous coor-
dinates, that is 
X — X /\n 0 \xi — Xk\ —•> 0 as 5 —» oo, 
for each k G N . • 
We now state the following result: 
P R O P O S I T I O N 4. T/ze spaces £DO(A
7Jn), c(Am) and c0(A
7Jn) are BK-spaces. 
PROPOSITION 5. The spaces c(Am ) and co(Am) are nowhere dense subsets of 
^oo (A^) . 
P r o o f . From Proposition 2.1 it follows that the inclusions c(Am ) C £oo(Am) 
and co(Am) C £00(A
r]n) are strict. Further from Theorem 3, it follows that the 
spaces c 0(Am) and c(Am) are closed. Hence the spaces c 0 (Am ) and c(Am ) are 
nowhere dense subsets of £00(A
7^l). • 
THEOREM 6. 




n), c(Am) and co(Am) are not solid spaces in general. 
For m = n = 0, the spaces t^ and Co are solid. 
6.2. The space co(A) is symmetric. 
6.3. The spaces £OQ(A
T]n)7 c(Am) and co(Am) are not symmetric in general. 
6.4. The spaces £OQ(A
7]n), c(Am ) and c 0 (Am ) are no/; convergence free. 
6.5. TTie spaces £00(A
TJn), c(Am ) and co(Am) are nO£ monotone in general. 
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P r o o f . 
6 .1: That the spaces ôo and Co are solid is well known. To show that the 
spaces ^oo(--^m) a n d c(A™J are not solid in general, let m = n = 2. Consider 
the sequence (xk) defined by xi = 1 and Xk+i = Xk + fc + 2 for all fc G N. Then 
(xk) belongs to £00(A
2
l) and c(A
2) both. Consider the sequence of scalars (a/c) 
defined by a& = 1 for fc = 3i, for i G N and a/- = 0, otherwise. Then (akXk) 
neither belongs to c(A^) nor to ^ ( A ^ ) • Hence the spaces £oo(A^) and c(A^) 
are not solid in general. 
To show that the space co(A^) is not solid in general, let m = n = 2. Consider 
the sequence (x^) defined by Xk = 1 for all fc G N and the sequence (a^) defined 
as above. Then (x/c) G c0(A2), but (akXk) ^ co(A2). Hence ^oo(Am) is not 
solid. 
6.2: The proof is known. 
6.3: To show that the spaces c(A^) and ^ ^ ( A ^ ) are not symmetric in 
general, let m = n = 2 and consider the sequence (x/~) defined by Xi = 1 and 
Xfc+i = Xk + fc + 2 for all fc G N. Consider the rearranged sequence (yk) of (xk) 
defined as 
(xfc, if fc = 3 n - 2 , n G N , 
Uk = \ Xfc+i, if fc is even and fc ^ 3n — 2, n G N, 
^x/c_i, if fc is odd and fc ^ 3n — 2, n G N. 
Then (yk) neither belongs to c(A^) nor to ^ ( A ^ ) -
Hence the spaces c(A^) and £00(A
r^l) and are not symmetric in general. 
Next to show that the space cn(A^) is not symmetric in general, let m = n = 2 
and consider the sequence (x^) defined by x^ = 1 if fc is odd and Xk = 2 if fc is 
even, for all fc G N. Consider its rearrangement defined by 
[2, if fc = i 2 , i E N , 
Uk = \ 
^ 1 , otherwise. 
Then (xk) G c0(A
2), but (yk) i CQ(A2). 
Hence the space co(A^) is not symmetric in general. 
6.4: Let m = n = 3 and consider the sequence (x^) defined by x^ = 1, for 
all fc G N . Then (xk) G c 0(A|) C c(A|) C ^oo(A|). Now consider the sequence 
(yk) defined by yk = k2, for all fc G N, then (yk) ^ ^oo(A|). Hence the spaces 
c0 (A | ) , c(A|) and £00 (-^3)
 a r e n o t convergence free. 
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n) and c(AJ^) are not monotone 
in general. Let m = 3 and n = 2. Consider the sequence x = (xk) defined by 
xi = 1 and xk+i = xk + k + 1, for all k G N. Then (xk) G c(A§) and 4o(A§)-
Now consider the sequence (yk) in its pre-image space defined by yk = 1, for fc 
odd and H^ = 0, for k even. Then (yk) neither belongs to c(A§) nor to ^ ( A j j ) . 
Hence the spaces c(A|) and ^ ( A g ) are not monotone. 
Next we show that the space cn(AJJJ is not monotone in general. Let m = 3 
and n = 2. Consider the sequence x = (xk) defined by xk = 2, for all k G N. 
Then (xk) G co(A§). Now consider the sequence (yk) in its pre-inicige space, 
defined as above. Then (yk) fi co(A§). Hence the spaces c0(A3) is not monotone. 
• 
The proof of the following result is easy, so omitted. 
P R O P O S I T I O N 7. 
(i) Z(A) C Z(A^), for Z = £00,c and c0. 
(ii) c ( A - ) c c 0 ( A £ j . 
(iii) If m is even, then c(Ar^n) C cu(A^). 
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